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ABSTRACT
The present report describes a least-squares shape analysis program
which is used at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center for the extraction
of resonance parameters from neutron transmission data. The program
allows simultaneous fitting of up to 5 different experimental data sets,
uses the multi-level R-matrix formalism and includes resolution broade-
ning. A listing of the program and examples for input and output are given.
FANAL - ein Multiniveau-Formanalysenprograrnm zur Resonanzparameter-
bestimmung durch Anpassung an mehrere Neutronentransmissionsdaten-
sätze gleichzeitig nach der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der vorliegende Bericht beschreibt ein nach der Methode der kleinsten
Quadrate arbeitendes Formanalysenprogramm, das am Kernforschungszentrum
Karlsruhe zur Bestimmung von Resonanzparametern aus Neutronentransmissions-
daten benutzt wird. Das Programm gestattet das gleichzeitige Anpassen an
bis zu 5 experimentelle Datensätze, basiert auf dem Multiniveau-R-Matrix-
Formalismus und berücksichtigt die instrumentelle Auflösung. Eine Liste des
Programms und Beispiele für Ein- und Ausgabe sind beigefügt.
1. INTRODUCTION
The present report, essentially an extended version of an internal
report (Ref. 1), describes a FORTRAN IV program which has been in use
at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center since 1971. This program,
FANAL 2, extracts resonance parameters and total cross sections from
neutron transmission data obtained by the time-of-flight technique. It
permits the determination of up to 50 parameters characterizing the total
cross section by simultaneously fitting calculated transmission curves
to experimental values from up to 5 different transmission measurements
which may differ e.g. with respect to sample thickness or flight path.
The measured and calculated transmission values and the resulting cross
sections are plotted with a general-purpose plotting subroutine available
at Karlsruhe (program PLOT, Ref. 2).
Total cross sections are normally derived from transmission data.
One measures the probability
that a neutron with energy E passes a sampIe of thickness n (atoms per
barn) without interaction. In practice the data are often affected
by resolution effects and one observes actually the resolution-broadened
transmission
T(E) =f R(E,E') T(E') dE'
where R(E,E') dE' is the probability that a neutron with an energy E'
(in dE') is registered as if it had the energy E.
Another complication results from the thermal motion of the sampIe
atoms. Strictly speaking the cross section appearing in Eq. (1) is the
Doppler-broadened cross section. For light and medium-weight nuclei,
however, Doppler broadening can usually be neglected.
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The program FANAL 2 treats instrumental resolution according to
Eq. (2) but neglects Doppler broadening for broad (s-wave) levels.
It is therefore applicable only to resonance data where the Doppler
width ß = 14 EkT/A is much smaller than the width of the (resolution-
broadened) s-wave resonances, e.g. to data for light and medium-weight
nuclei or near-magic heavy nuclei such as lead. Narrow (p-wave) levels
are Doppler broadened.
The total cross section is parametrized with an R-matrix multi-level
formula (Ref. 3). The program starts by calculating cross sections and
transmission values with guess values for the parameters. These guess
values are then improved by application of the least-squares method
(cf. e.g. Ref. 4). In order to make this method applicable the problem
is linearized by Taylor expansion with respect to the parameters and
truncation after the linear terms. The solution of the linearized problem
is thus an approximation which can be improved by iteration. The program
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iterates until the relative variation of the' summed squares, X , from one










(T : n-th transmission value measured at energy E ; oT : uncertaintyn n n
of T ; T(i,E ): transmission at E calculated from the parameters of then n n
i-th iteration).
2. LIMITS OF THE PROGRAM
FANAL 2 is written in FORTRAN IV. Resonance cross sections are treated
as pure s-wave cross sections with a potential-scattering contribution from
the p-wave. Up to 45 resonances are accepted per nuclide and compound sp~n.
For each of them one must specify EA (resonance energy), rnA (neutron width),
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rn'A (partial width for inelastic scattering), and r
YA
(radiation width).
1nelastic scattering is treated as a 1-channel reaction. The s-wave
potential scattering cross section is characterized by 2 parameters,
viz. by aJ (channel radius for compound spin J) and by SJ (a pseudo
strength function summarily describing the influence of distant levels).
The total number of resonance and potential-scattering parameters must
not exceed 200, of which not more than 50 can be adjusted while the rest
lS held constant during the fit. The constant resonances can lie within
or without the energy range of measured data points so that the influence
of strong levels outside this range can be taken into account explicitly.
The maximum number of data points is 5,120; they may belong to 5
different time-of-flight runs. The sampIe material, however, must be
the same for all runs, and must not contain more than 5 different nuclides.
3. FORMULAE
The total cross section for a single nuclide is taken as





while 01 describes p-wave interactions; higher partial waves are
neglected. The notation is as folIows: 2TI~=2TI/k is the neutron
n
wave length in the center-of-mass system and
the statistical spin factor, i.e. the probability that neutron spin
(1/2) and target spin (I) combine 1n such a way as to yield compound
spin J. According to R-matrix theory the relevant collision matrix





e [ (1 - iK )-1(1 + iK) ]- J - .J nn (8)
where 1 1S the 2 x 2 unit matrix and KJ a 2 x 2 matrix with elements
K =
J ,ce'
r 1/ 2 r 1/ 2
1 \' --:.:.;AC=---~AC=.,.I--:_
2 f E -E-ir /2
1\ A yA
The sum runs over all levels with spin J. The channel subscripts
c and Cl can assume the values n (elastic channel) or n l (inelastic
channel), For the inelastic channel one has
k , =
n ( 10)
(Et : inelastic threshold; m: reduced mass).
In this formulation all radiation channels are eliminated following
the prescription given by Teichmann and Wigner (Ref. 3). They make them-
selves feIt only by way of the imaginary term in each resonance denomi-
nator of kJ (Eg. 9).
The width amplitudes
= (2 k a )1/2
c c YAC
'th E1/ 2 . t t t th . d d t d dvary W1 energy as 1n con ras 0 e energy-1n epen en re uce
width amplitudes Y
AC
' They are to be understood as having the sign of
Y>'c'
The effective channel radius Rj is calculated as
,fE' E-E
Rj = aJ - ~ arc tan (SJY..,-;v ar tanh !J.E/2 ). (12)
This expression with two free parameters (aJ and SJ) is obtained if
one approximates the levels outside the range of explicitly treated
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resonances by a picket fence model with strength function SJ
(ratio of reduced neutron width to level spacing), replacing
sums by integrals. E and 6E are midpoint and length of the region
of explicitly treated resonances, respectively.
Doppler broadening is neglected for s-wave resonances as
already mentioned. For narrow (p-wave) levels this may cause
difficulties. The term 01 in eq. (5) is therefore taken as
with
r: E-EO 21
exp [(~ ) J (14)
i.e. as the usual p-wave potential scattering term (R;: effective
radius for p-wave channels) plus a sum over Doppler-broadened
resonances. Interference between resonance and potential scattering
is neglected. Resonance profiles are approximated as Gaussians
with 1/e widths 6 1 , where
( 16)
The normalization is such that the peak areas have the correct
value noOr/2. The factor ln 16 in Eq. 15 ensures the correct half
width (r) for negligibly small Doppler width (6 « r). The quantity
kT is the effective (i.e. Lamb-corrected) sample temperature in
energy units, E
O
the resonance energy, A the target nuclear mass
divided by the neutron masse
The resolution function is taken as Gaussian,
R(E,E I ) dEI





2 = h + 1 (~L t)2
w 1n 16 6 L ( 18)
where t and t' are the flight times corresponding to E and E',
respectively, h is the half width (FWHM) of the y peak in the time-
of-flight spectrum, ~L the effective thickness of the neutron
detector (e.g. boron slab or lithium glass thickness) and L the
flight path. This form of the resolution function accounts for four
effects:
1) time shifts of the electronis (h)
2) finite burst width of the accelerator-pulsed
neutron source (h)
3) finite channel width of the flight time analyzer (h)
4) flight path differences due to finite detector thickness (~L).
Note: The effective thickness of the detector may deviate from the
geometrical thickness due to multiple scattering and self-shielding.
4. INPUT
All numeric input must be stated as FORTRAN-readable floating-point
numbers. The present version of the program uses card input. A field of
10 columns is reserved for each number. Within this field the number can
be arbitrarily placed in E or F format. Each potential-scattering or
resonance parameter is accompanied by an uncertainty. If this uncertainty
lS set equal to O. the associated parameter is treated as constant. If,
on the other hand, it differs from zero the parameter is adjusted in
each iterative step. All energies must be given in keV, all channel
radii in fm, all flight times and flight-time increments in ns and
all lengths (flight paths, sampIe thicknesses and sampIe radii) in m.
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Columns 1-60: Arbitrary alphameric text. This text appears on





Maximum number of iterations to be followed through;
Largest relative variation of X2 between successive
iterations which is to be considered as sufficient
to terminate the iterative process and to declare con-
vergence achieved (values of the order 1 %were found
to be reasonable).
Lower limit E. (keV),
m~n
upper limit E (keV), of the range of explicitlymax
treated resonances, i.e. of the range for which the
extracted parameters are valid. (Note that this range
may exceed the range of data points if additional





Isotopic abundance of the first (main) sampIe nuclide
(i.e. the number of nuclei of this nuclide divided by
the total number of all sample atoms).
Atomic mass of main nuclide divided by neutron mass
(for practical purposes it is usually sufficient to
use simply the nucleon number A of the target nucleus);
Nuclear spin quantum number I of main nuclide;
Effective nuclear radius R, (cf. Eq. 6) for p-wave







Effective s-wave strenght function SI+I/2
describing the influence of distant levels
(cf. Eq. 11) for main isotope;
. +) funcertalnty 0 SI+I/2
Channel radius aI +I/ 2 (fm) for main isotope;
Uncertainty +) of aI +I/ 2 for main isotope;
Threshold Et(keV) for first inelastic channel,
for main isotope, compound spin 1+1/2;
Columns 1-10: Resonance energy EI(keV)
Columns I 1-20: Uncertainty +) of EI




Columns 41-50: Partial width for inelastic scattering r In' (keV)
multiplied with the sign of Yln Yln ' (Eq. I I)
Columns 51-60: Uncertainty +) of f ln
,.
Columns 61-70 : Radiation width f l (keV)
Columns 71-80:
+) Y
Uncertainty of f ly '
A similar "resonance card" follows for each resonance of the main
isotope with spin I + 1/2. If I > 0 a second compound spin, I - 1/2,
can be formed by s-wave neutrons. For this second compound spin one
must prepare another similar set of cards consisting of atleast a
"potential-scattering card" and possibly a number of "resonance cards".
If p-wave levels are to be analyzed they must be treated as levels of
an additional isotope with vanishing potential scattering (SJ = aJ = 0.),
see the example in Section 6. Note that spin or parity reassignment is
effected simply by repositioning of the relevant resonance card(s) in
the input deck.
+) Uncertainty = 0.: associated parameter is kept constant,
Uncertainty ~ O. (arbitrary): associated parameter is adjusted.
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If sample impurities (e.g. other isotopes or oxygen in oxide
sampIes) must be taken into account a completely analogous sequence
of input cards must be prepared for each nuclide: "isotope card"
followed by "potential scattering card" plus "resonance cards" for
I + 1/2 (and then for I - 1/2 if I > 0). Resonance cards are optional.
If they are missing only a potential scattering cross section is
calculated for the relevant isotope and compound spin.
After the input cards specifying the cross section parameters
other cards follow which contain information on the time-of-flight
runs. For each run one needs a set of cards consisting of "sampIe













SampIe thickness n(total number of nuclei, including
impurities, per barn) (atoms/b).
Flight path L (m);
Effective detector thickness ~L(m), cf. Eq. ]8;
Channel width ~t(ns);
Full width at half maximum of gamma peak h (ns)
cf. Eq. ]8;
largest flight time t (ns).max
Measured transmission T1;
Uncertainty oT 1(one standard deviation)
Measured transmission T2 ;
Uncertainty oT2 etc.
)0
Thus four transmission values and associated uncertainties can be
put on one 80-column card. The last transmission card of a given card
may contain less than four. The first transmission, Tl' must correspond
to the maximum flight time t ,the second to t -6t, the third to
max max
t -26t, etc. In other words the T-values should be entered in themax
order of ascending energy. Card sets for more time-of-flight runs may
follow each consisting of II sampl e card", "time-of-flight card" and
"transmission data cards". The maximum number of time-of-flight runs
whieh can be treated simultaneously is 5.
A blank card signals the end of the input for one calculation.
Input for more ealeulations may follow, i.e. problems can be staeked.
5. OUTPUT
The output eonsists of listing and plots.
The listing shows first the eontents of the "title", "isotope",
"potential-seattering", "resonance", "sampIe" and "time-of-flight"
cards. Next it eontains tables of measured and ealeulated transmission
values for all utilized experimental runs. Subsequently the values of
the squared-error sum X2 and the usual error adjustment faetor
(X2 /(N-P)) 1/2 are printed (N: number of measured transmission values,
P: number of adjusted parameters). For a good fit the error adjustment
faetor should be elose to 1.
After that one gets a table with the adjusted (and eonstant) parameters
and their uncertainties. The uneertainties are the square roots of the
eorresponding diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the least-
squares problem. They result from the experimental transmission uncer-
tainties by normal error propegation. If the maximum number of iterative
steps specified on the second input eard exceeds 1 a similar printout
(transmission table plus improved parameters) is obtained for eaeh
i terative step.
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The subroutine PLOT yields for each iterative step a plot with
all experimental data points including error bars. The calculated
values are plotted in the same plot in curve form. The text of the
"title card" appears under each plot after a figure number. The
curve in Abb. 1 corresponds to the input (guess) parameters, that
in Abb. 2 to the improved parameters after the first iteration, etc.
2
For the last set of parameters neither transmission nor X values
are calculated, printed or plotted. If the convergence criterion
(Eq. 3) with reasonably chosen E is satisfied there should not be
any essential change in the last step anyway.
6. EXAMPLE
Fig. 1 shows the input cards for a realistic fitting problem
which illustrates most features of FANAL 2:
Two transmission measurements taken with Fe203
sampIes enriched
to 90.7 %57Fe are to be analyzed between 20 and 80 keV (for experi-
mental details see Refs. 5,6). 57Fe has a 1/2- ground state and
a first excited state with 3/2- at 14.4 keV. Thus there are two
s-wave level sequences (J~ = 0-, 1-), one inelastic channel being
open for the sequence. The signs of the inelastic widths indicate
the relative signs of r~/2r~{2 (cf. Eq. 9).
The p-wave levels of 57Fe+n are represented as levels of a
fictitious, spinless target isotope with zero potential scattering
(aJ =SJ =0.). Thus the neutron widths in the input and output are
actually gJrn values (cf. Eq. 14).
The main impurity was 56Fe • It is represented by another s-wave
level sequence. The smooth oxygen cross section is specified by a
potential scattering card without resonance cards following.
SampIe and transmission cards contain the experimental data
of the two utilized time-of-flight runs.
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Figs. 2 - 4 show the cross section parameter input and
the tables with measured and calculated data as printed by
the computer. Fig. 5 shows the measured data (points with
error bars) together with the calculated transmission curves.
The CPD time needed for the whole job (3 iterations) was 18 min 44 sec
on an IBM 370/168. The required memory capacity was 252 kbytes.
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Representative example: input cards.
Representative example: printout of cross
section parameter input.
Representative example: printout of transmission
data input and calculated values.
Representative example: printout of cross
section parameter after 1 iteration.
Note that uncertainties are now the results of
error propagation of transmission uncertainties
rather than indicators for parameter adjustment
as in Fig. 2.
Representative example: plots of measured point data
and calculated curves. The calculated curves of
Abb. 1, 2, 3 correspond to the cross section





oxygen of FeZO) sample
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blank card: end of input for I problem
transmission cards. Znd time-of-flight run
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1419.339 65.034 0.5L ... 112 0.4945 9.300
1416.331 65.260 O. 504C'- v. 0111 0.4950 9.303
1414.334 65.453 0.4S15'-0.0112 0.4933 9.373
IH2.332 65.639 0.5092'-0.0115 0.4910 9.473
HIO.329 65.826 C. 5005'-0. 0116 0.4903 9.5H
1408.327 66.013 0.5193'-0.0119 0.4926 9.464
1406.324 66.201 0.536H-0.0127 0.4906 9.2B7
1404.322 66.190 0.530at-0.0128 0.5073 9.032
1402.320 66.500 0.5359'-0.0131 0.5177 8.146
1400.311 66.710 0.5430'-0.0132 0.52B6 8.460
1398.315 66.962 0.5570'-J. J141 0.5394 8.188
139/.312 67.154 0.5470'-0.0143 0.54H 1.931
1394.310 67.347 0.60IH-0.0157 0.5593 7.106
1392.301 67.541 0.5706'-0.01% 0.5604 7.494
1390.305 67.735 0.5811'-0.0160 0.5168 1.300
1388.307 61.931 C.5111'-0.0161 0.5B41 1.119
13B6.300 68.121 0.5519'-0.0173 0.5922 6.952
1384.298 68.325 0.6051'-0.0119 0.5992 6.196
13B2.295 68.523 O.5892"-O.Ol~4 0.6059 6.649
1380.2?3 68.122 0.5506'-0.0109 0.6123 6.510















MEASURFD CALCUlATEO TE TAL





































































































































































































ABUN- ATlJMIC TARGET P-WAVE COflP. S-WAVE S-WAVE INE L. HESONAI\CE PARTIAL WIDTHS FOR
OANCE "E IGHT SPIN RAD IU S SPIN STRNTft.F. RADIUS TIiRESH. ENERGV ll. SCA Tl. H~El. SCA TT. CAPTLRE
(FM) (FM) (KEV I (KEV) (KEVI (KE V) (KEVI
IIJNCERT. IUI\CERT. IUNCcRT. IUNCERT. IUNCERT. IUNCERT.
).3620 56.9 0.5 5.300 1.0 0.0 5.400 14.400 6.100 3.960E-01 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
290326 3.100E.00 7.209E-OI 2.300E-03
0.000 0.105E-01 0.112E··01 C.O
39 o..l 110 1.005E-02 7.436E-03 1.200E-03
0.017 0.234E-02 O. 698E- 02 0.0
41.463 7.177E-Ol 1.973E.00 <J.000E-04
0.019 0.102E-01 0.482E-Ol 0.0
47.014 3.7I5E-OI 1.412E-Ol 5.500E-04
0.004 0.461E-02 O.IOIE-OI 0.0
61.l01 2.596E.00 7.855E-Ol 1.200E-03
0.013 0.318E-01 0.415E-01 0.0
65.065 1.355E-01 -1.286E.00 1.200E-03
0.052 0.121E-OI O.lI3HOO 0.0
77 0110 1.390E.00 8.062E-Ol ~.00CE-04
0.01'1 0.202E-Ol 0.277E-Ol U.O
93.100 2.000E-01 2.000E-01 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
109.600 2.300E.00 2.000E-Ol 1.900E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
110.150 1.200E.00 1.550E.00 2.000E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
125.000 1.500E.00 1.0 OOE. 00 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
129.500 4.200E.00 O.OOOF..OO 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0"0 5.400 1000.000 8.010 1 .110E-0 1 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
56.677 9.533HOO 0.0 1.200E-03
0.053 0.145E.00 0.0 0.0
126.000 2.500E.00 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
134.50,0 3.300E.00 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
141.000 1.500E.00 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.3628 56.9 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 1000.000 21.2UO 3.200E-03 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
31.010 4.000E-03 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
41.'J21 10 5'11lt'''''03 I}.-o i.~€-0-3
0.010 o .193E-02 0.0 0.0
52.660 1.600E-02 0.0 1.200E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
56.195 2.900E-03. 0.0 1.200[-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12.619 4.419E-04 0.0 1.200E-03
O.U 13 0.502E-03 0.0 0.0
0.0372 55.? 0.0 6.100 0.5 1.600E-04 6.100 841.000 27 .660 1.520E.00 0.0 1.250E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14.360 5.390E-Ol 0.0 1. 250E~0 3
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
83.500 9.120E-Ol 0.0 4.400E-04
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
90.200 5.000E-02 0.0 1.300E-03
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.6000 16.0 .D..O 0.0 0.5 0.0 5.650 6051.9<;6
0.0 0.0
AFTER I ITERATIONS NO CONVERGENCE VET












'."Ol~.'>Cl:ot"t;i"'N·.cOl""'"><tI:OlM,X<J1 '"zu, J..'" ">;lot HIOI )'>'l:0I J-III:OI-..ncot..,3;", '·i9:OI".lIr."""lII..altl ":'2;"'''''''><a:OI "'lI:,"~Ol "'.01>-""" '>UOl >-"lot:,c" ,"""OI"'l:I:Ol~otö=":itOi ...~;,:r,;:-~:;;-",~«o; ;;;("'~C;--~OI~'"
1st iteration
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Fig. 5
APPENDIX
Listing of FANAL 2
- J9-
-20-
FGRTRA~ IV GI RELEASE 2.0 MAIN [AT E 1~ 336 20/33/10 PAGE 0001
FANAL2 MAIN PRUGRAM
NOTICE TO NON-KFK USERS:
FLOT(X.y,N,NT,NP,NH,I,NS,~R,XMAX,XMIN,SX,YMAX,YMIN.SY,lEXT,IDI
IS A STANDARD PLOTTER SLBROUTI~E I~ USE ~T KFK (KARLSRUHEI
"HICH MUST BE REPLACEC BY AN ECUIVALENT PLUTTER PACKAGE
EL SEwHERE
PROGRAM/IING LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV
PURPOSE SrAPE A~ALYSIS CF ~EUTRCN lRANSMISSICN CAlA,
EXTRACTICN OF RESO~ANCF P~RAMETERS,
CALCUL~TICN GF TRUE CRCSS SECliON.
METHOD SIMULTANEOLS LE~ST-SQUARES FIT TU SEVERAL
SeTS OF TI~E-OF-FLIGHT CATA (E. G. TAKEN
WITH CIFFERENT SA/IFLES CR RESOLUTIONS).
FORMALI~M MULTI-LEVEL R-MATRIX FCRMULA WITH 1 ELASTIC
AND I INELASTIC NEUTRON CrANNLL PER LLMPOUND
SPIN AN[ P~RITY. C~PTURE CrANNELS ARE ELIMI-
NATEO FOLlCWING REICH ANC MCORE BY TEICHMANN-
WIGNER REOLCTIC~ ~ETHOC.
CCRRECTIONS DCPPLER BRCACENING IS APPllED ONLY TC LEVEL






































































NUMBER CF CC-GRCI~ATE PAIRS
PLOT POINT SYMBCLS
DRAW UNE
DRAw LINE WITH POINT Sy~eOLS
CHonSE NP-Tf' PCINT SYMflCL (HC/I A LIST) IF NT=I OR 3
HEIGHT OF PCINT SYMBCL C.l< IN.
HEIGHT OF FCI~T SYMBCL 0.16 I~.
HEIGHT OF P[I~T SYMBOL 0.24 IN.
LINEAR INTFRFCLATION (FOR NT=< OR 3)
QUACRATIC 11 (FCR NT=< OK 3)
CUßIC ., (FCR NT=2 OR 3)
SPACING: EVERY ~S-TH PCI~T IS TC I:lE MARK~C
(FDR NT=3)
OKAW ONTO EXISIING PLOT






X-INCREMENT CCRRESPO~DING TC 0.01 IN.
/lAXI/IAL CRDINATE
MINP'AL GRDI~ATE
Y-INCREMENT CCRRESPCNCI~G TO 0.01 IN.





























































































COMMC N T I TL F ( 15 I ,H (6) , AG I ( ) , SF IN I6 ) , F F 16 l , ~ ( 2C 0J , DLX ( 20 (; J , ES 16,2) ,
1 xN (S I, XRI S) ,r P(5) ,DL f P l5 I, TC 151, T8 I 5 I, TJ ( 5 J ,
2 TMXlS),ZHI5),YI512C),DlYI5120l,/lI,~2,H,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,









































































IP-WAVE RESCNANCESI AS FANAL2 WAS OEVELOPPED
FCR STRLCTLRAL I'ATERIHS ICR, FE, NI ••• )
WHERE DCPPLER 8FOACENINC fCR TYPICAL S-~AVE
LEVELS IS ~EGLIGI8LE.
RESOLUT[(~ 8ROACE~I~G IS APPLIED TD CALCULATED
















































FOR1RAN IV GI RELEASE Z.O MAIN [ATE 7~336 20/33/10 PAGE 0001
C




1 XNIS) ,XRIS) ,FPISI ,DLF.PIS) ,TCIS) ,TEI5) ,TJIS),
Z TMXlS) ,ZHIS), YISIZ0) ,cl.YIS120) ,/lI ,/lZ,/lC,E,FT ,ST, SC.,SG,
3 CSI6,Z) ,GI6,Z),1 ,IX,J,JX(6) ,K,KX(S) ,L,LXI6,Z) ,M,MX,N,NX,MA,










C I LABELS ISOTOPES
C J LABELS COMPOUND SPINS
C K LABELS MEASURED GATA POINTS
C L LABELS RESCNANCES
C M LABELS lADJUSTED AND FIXEDl CRCSS SECTICN PARA/IETERS








103 FORMATl' MAXIMAL NUMBER OF ITERATIVE STEPS: I,
1F4.01 ' STOP IF RELATIVE CHAI\GE Of Chi-SQUARE IS LESS ThAN',
2F6.31 'PARAMETERS VALID BETkEEI\' ,F8.3, I ANC' ,FS.3,' KEV')
2 1=1+1
C REAO ISCTOPE CARD ll-TH ISOTOPE)
CHilI ABUNDANCE
C AGlIl : RATIO OF NUCLEAR /lASS TC I\EUTROl\ HASS
C SPINli): TARGET SPIN
C RPIII : EFFECTIVE RADIUS FOR P-kAVE SCATIERING IFM)
READ (5,104) HI I) , AG I I ) ,S PI NI I1 , RPI I)
104 FORMATI4E10.SI
3 GI I , 11 =. s* (1. H. 1 I 2•• SPINI I 1+1 • ) I
GI I, ZI=l.-GI 1,11








C REAO POIENTIAL-SCATTERING CARe II-TH ISOTOPE, J-Th SPIN)
C XIMNI S-WAVE STRENGnf FUNClIC/\ FROl' eISTANT LEVELS
C DLXIMN): UNCERTAINTY 10. 1F XIMN) IS TO BE TREAlEO AS FIXEO)


































































































































C OLX(MX1: UNCERTAINTY (:J. IF X(IIXI IS 10 BE TREATEC AS FlXEDI
C ESII,JI: INELASTIC THRESHOLO (C~LY NECESSARY k~ERE RELEVANT)





C REAO RESONANCE CARO
C XIMN) RESONANCE ENERGY (KEv)
C XIMN+U: NEUTRON WIOTH (KEV)
C X(MN+2): INELASTIC WIOTH lKEvl
C X(MXI : RACIATION WIOTH (KEvl
C DLX(MI : UNCERTAINTIES (0. IF ASSOCIATE[ FARAMEIER XIMI IS flXED1
READI5,l061(XlMI ,OLXIMI ,M=II~,MXl
106 FORMATI8EI0.S)
C CHECK CARO TYPE
IF(XlMX1.NE.0.) GO TO 4
IFIJ.LT.JX(I)) GO TO 5
IFIDLXIMN).GF..l.J GO TO 6
GO TO 7




E.SI I ,Jl=XI I'N+21
L=O
GO TC 4





AGI 11= OLXI MNI
SPIN(II=XIMN+!1
RP I I I =OLXl MN+! I
GO TC 3
C LAST CARO WAS SAMPLE CARO







C REAO TIIIE-OF-FLIGHT CARO FCR ~-lH RUN
C FP(rn FLIGHT PATII IMI
C DLF.PINl: EFFECT IVE OETECTOR THICKNESS 111 I
C TC(NI : TIME CHANNEL WIOTH (~Sl
C TB(NI : FWHM OF GAMMA PEAK I~SI
C TMXIN) /lAXIIiAL FLIGHT TIliE (NS)
8 REAOIS,107lFP(NI ,OLFP(NI ,HIN) ,TB(~I ,TMX(NI
107 FORMATISEI0.S1
C REAO OAIA CARO

















































































C WAS THIS LAST OATA CARO?




























































































I r.EV I' 1
IlJt<CER T.
IUNCE:RT.' 11IUIICEt'T.
TARGET P-WAVE COMP. S-WAVE
PARTIAL WICTH~ FOR'I
SPIN RADILS 5PIN STRNTH.F.








PARAUS PRTNTS CROSS SECTI(~ PARA~ETERS
SUBRCUTINE PARAUS
COMMCN Zll,ZZl,Z22,HI,GI
COMMCN TI HE I 15) , HI 61 ,AG I 61, SFI~ 161, RP 161 , XI 200 I , DlX 1200 I , ES 16,21,
1 XN (5) ,XR I 5) , FP(51 ,°lFP 151, TC I ~ I , TBI ~ I , TJ I 51 ,
2 TMXI51 ,ZH(51,YI51201,OLYI51201,~I,~2,~(,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,
3 CS(6,21 ,G( 6,2), T, IX,J, JXI61 ,K,KXI51,L ,lXI6,21 ,M,MX,N,NX,MA,
4 YYI20ll,OYYI50,201),
5 F(201) ,Al 50,501,8 15C,50 ,CISOl ,EZ(2C48l ,Z151l01 ,LZI 501,














00 I T=1, I X
J=I
IF (lX( 1,1) .EQ.OlGO TO 2
MN=MX+1
MX=M~+5
IiR I TE 16,101 HH I) , AG! I ) , SP \f'd I l, RP ( II , CS ( I, J I , XIMN I, X(MN +11 , ES 11, J I
















WRITEI6,103) (XI") ,M=MII,"'X), IDLX(,..) ,M=~II,MXI
103 FORMATI68X,FI2.3,1P3EI2.3/6BX,OPF12.3,3E12.3/1
5 CONTINUE
4 IFIJ.EQ.JX(lllGO TO 1
J=2
IFllXl1 ,21.EQ.OIGO TO 6·
MN=MX+I
"'X=MII+5
IiR IT E16,1041 CSI I ,21 , XI MI\) , XI ~ 11+ 11 , ES I I ,2) , XI ~N +2 I , XI MN +31, XI MN +41,









































FORTRAN IV GI ~ELEASE 2.0 PARAUS DATE : 1~336 20/33/10 PAGE CC02









































106 FORMATIIHOIII' UTILIZED TIME-CF-FLIGf-T RUNS:'II
I' RUN. SAMPLE " 'FLICHT EFF. DETlCTOR
2 FkHM or MAXIMAL'I
3' NO. TlIICKNFSS',













































SlJßRC UTI NE I NOEX
INCEX GENERATES INITIAL SlBSCRIPTS FOR THE PARAMETER GROUPS:
MPII,J): F1RST SUBSCRIPT CF POTENTIAL-SCATTERING PARAMETERS,
MRII,J): FIRST SUßSCRlfT CF RESONANCE PARAMETERS,
~X: TOTAL NUMRER OF CRCSS SECTION PARAMETERS,
~A: NUMßER OF AOJUSTED (RCSS SECTION PARAMETERS.
(OMMCN ZLl,lZI,ZZ2,HI,GI
(OMMCN TI TLF ( 15) , H16) , AG ( 6 ) , SF I~ ( 6 I, H 16 I , X( ZOO 1 , Ol X( ZOO I, ES (6, ZI ,
1 XN(51 ,XR151 ,FP(5),OLFPI51,TCI5) ,Tel~I,TJI51,
Z TMX(51,ZHI51,Y(51ZCI,CLYI5UOI,M1,~Z,~C,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,





CU MP LEX Z11 , l2 1, Z2? , C1I 1 , r Z21 ,0 Z2 2 , HI , GI
MSUM =1
00 1 I = I, I X
JII=J Xl I)
Of) 1 J=I,JH
MPI I ,J 1=MSUM
MR (I, J I=MSUfI+Z







































































HBN PRODUCES OTL, THE RATIO OF S~AlLEST ~ALF-WIDTH












00 1 I =1, I X
JH=JXlII
00 1 J=l,JH
IFlUl I,JI.EQ.OIGO TO 1
M1=MRII,JI
M2=MRI I, JI'4*LXl I, JI-4
00 1 MM=M1,M2,4
GT=ABSlXlMMtlll'ABSl XlMM'2 11 tXl~M'31







































































~EV CAlCULATE5 RE50N_~CE FARAMETERS I~ MEV AND WIDTr
AMPLlTUOE5
COMMCN Zll,Z21,Z22,HI,GI
COMMeN TlYLE I 15l,HI61 ,AG(6), 5F INI6l,RF 16l,X 1200l,DLXI200l, ES16,2),
1 XNI5) ,XRI51 ,FPI5),DLFP(5),T(I~I,Te(~),TJI5I,
2 TMXI5I,IHI5I,YI5120I,DlYI5120I,n,~2,~C,E,FT,5T,H,SG,
3 C516,2) ,G(6,2I,I,IX ,J ,JXI6I,K ,KX 151,l ,lX(6, 2) ,M,MX,N,NX, MA,
4 YYI2011,OYY(SO,201),
5 F I 201 1 , AI 5 J , 5 0 I , e I 50 , 5 Cl, C I 50 I , EZI 204 e I , I I 5 12 0 I , 0 I I 50 I ,













M2=MR( I ,JI'4*LXI I,JI-4
Du 1 M=Ml,M2,4
XIM)=XIM)*.OClI










































FGRTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 MA IN tATE " 15336 20/33/10 PAGE 0001
COMMCN Zll,Z21,Z22,HI,GI
COMMON TITLEI 151 ,H161 ,AGI6 I, SFINI6loRPI61 ,x12001 ,DLXI200J, ESI6,21,
1 XN(5),XRIS),FPISI,DLFPIS),T(151~TEI51,TJI51,
2 TMXISI ,ZHISI,YIS1201,DLYIS1201,~1,~2,~0,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,
3 CS(6,21 ,GI6,21,I ,IX,J,JXI61 ,K,KXI51,L,lXI6,2J,M,MX,N,NX,MA,
4 YY( 201) ,OYYISC,201),
5 FI 20 I1 ,A ( SO, sei, BI SO ,S Cl ,C I 501 ,E Zl204 BI, ZI S120) ,Dl 150 I ,
6 . CHI SQ ,CHI SQO,MP (6,21 ,/IR 16, 21, OSTlSO I, AL 16 I ,RF (201) ,CC ,KN, KH














CN=( 12.296*FPI NI 1**2









100 FORMAT(lH 11' WARNING: I~TERNAL GRID hAS TOC fiNE IN ITERATION',
113,', KR REDUCEO FROl",I6,' TC 100'//1
KC=5C.+TC(NlIRW
GO TC 3
PREPARATION OF MAIN LOCP:
KT LABELS CALCULATED VALLES,
KT=l CORRESPONDS TO LChEST ENERGY FOR A GIVEN RUN INJ.
KK LABELS MEASURED VAL~ES,
KK=KN CORRESPONDS TO LChEST ENERGY FOR A GIVEN N.
THE CALCULATION STARTS FRCM THE LOWEST fLIGHT TIME


























































































































FCRTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 NGK [ATE 75336 20/33/10 PAGE 0002
0036 CALL SIMPlF ,Kl ,K2 ,ZI KKI I 004600
0039 ZIKKI=ZIKK)~DL 004610
C Zl KKI : CALCULATED TRA~S~ISSIGN FA004620
0040 IIIKT)=IY(KK)-IIKKII/DLYI~~1 004630
0041 CHIS~=CHISQ.IZIKTI**2 004840
0042 DO 6 M=l,MA 004650
))43 00 7 K=K1,K2 004660
0044 1 F(KI=DYYIM,K)~RFIK) 004810





0049 6 AIM,"MI=A(M,MMI.DZlM)~DZ(I'''1 004930
C MAIN LOOP: FA004940
0050 KH=Kh-1 004950





C RELABEL PREVIDUSLY CALCULATED INTEGRAND VALU ES FA005010







0063 DD 9 K=KI',K8 005090
G064 KD=K.KC 005100
0065 YYIKI=YYIKOI 005110
0066 DO 9 M=l,MX 005120
0067 9 DYYll',K)=DYYIM,KOI 005130
C ~E"LY NEEDED INTEGRAND VHUES FA005140
0068 IFlKA.LT .KU GO TO 10 005150
CC69 KAA=KA-1 005160
CC70 00 11 K=K1,KAA 005170
0071 TK=FT.FLOATIK-101l*DL 005180
CC72 E=CN/TK*"'2 005190
C'073 CALL YT 005200
0074 11 CONTINUE 005210
(015 10 KBB=KBH 005220
0,')7 6 00 12 K=KBB,K2 005230
0017 TK=FT.FLOATlK-I0ll*OL 005240
C018 E=CN/TK**2 005250
OC79 CALL YT 005260
0080 12 CONTINUE 005270
OC81 CALL AFIRW,DL,K2,RF) 005280
0082 00 13 K=K1,K2 005290
ce 83 13 FlK) =YYIK)*RFIKI 005300




C088 DO 14 /'=1,MA 005350
008<; 00 15 K=K1,K2 005360
0090 15 FIK)=DYYIM,K)*RFIK) 005370
-32-






















C END OF MAIN LOOP













































3 CSI6, 21 ,GI6,21, I, IX,J,JXI61 ,K,KXIS),L ,LX16,21 ,M,/I,X,N,NX,HA,
4 YV12011 ,OYYISO,201I,
S FI2011 ,AI SO,501 ,BI 5C,5CI,CI 501 ,ElI2C48) ,1I51201 ,Oll 501,
6 'CHISQ,CHISQO,MPI6,21,~RI6,21,OSTISOI,ALI61,RFI2011,CC,KN,KH
1 ,QTL,IZ,lIT,EPS,EII51,f2151































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 MAIN CATE 75336 20/33/10 PAGE 0001
COMMCN ZII,l21,l22,HI,GI
COMMeN TITLEl 151 ,H(61,AGl61,SFINlbl,RPlbl ,XlZOOI,DLXl'ZOOI,ESlb,ZI,
I XN 151 , XR 1SI ,F PIS I ,0 lF PI SI , TC l SI,TEl 5 I , TJ I 5I,
2 TMXlSl,lHlSl,VISIZOI,DlVIS1201 ,141,~Z,I'C,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,












00 1 1= I, I X







JH=J) I I )
00 2 J=I,JH
MI=MFII,Jlt2
M2=MP( I,J)-ZtIt*LXI I ,JI
IFIXIMI-I).EQ.O•• AND.DLXII'I-ZI.EC.O •• AND.CLX(MI-II.EQ.O.IGO TO 3
S IlAVE:
P01ENTIAL-SCATTERING P~ASE FACTOR











S1= S1+PLQZ*H I I I*G I I , JI * 1I. - RE H CU 11 I J*AL ( I I" 2







































































































































































9 IFILXCI,JI.EQ.O.IGU Ta 10
CERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO RESCN~~CE PARA~ETERS
DU 11 101101=1011,1012,4





















1STMM= PLQ2 *H II I *G 1I , J I *x (101M +l 1H 2* EXP 1- XX) * 1. 1125/'11
ST=S l+STMM
IF IDLXIMMI.EQ.,). lGO Ta 4
101=101.1
DSTI"I= STMM*2.*XM~/"
4 IFIULXIMM+II.EQ.O.IGO TO 5
101=101+1
DSTCMI= STMM*IZ./XlMM+II-GT*XIMI'+11/1.386*11.-2.*XXI/WWI
5 IFIDLX{HM+21.EQ.0.IGG TO 6
/01,=101.1
OSTl"J= STMM*I -GT*XIMI'.21/1.386*CI.-2.*XXI/wwl







































































































7 ,QTL, IZ ,ZIT ,EPS,El I 51, EZl51
COM~'CN/GQSR/DRll(SOI ,DRZI(50) ,DR2ZISC)
CCMPLEX ORll,DRZI,DRZZ


























IFIDLXIMMI.EQ.O. )GO TO 4
M=M+I
DR 11 I MI =-F I*F I
DR21(M)=-FZ*FI
DRZZIMI=-FZ*FZ
































































































6 IFIDlXIMMt31.[Q.0.IGO TO 3
M=/Hl



























FGRTRA~ IV GI RELEASE Z.O MAIN EATE 75336 ,0/33/10 PAGE COOl
YTAB YIELOS TABLES OF MEASUREO ANe CALCULATEC VALUES




































































COMMCN 111,lZl,lZZ , HI , GI
COM"lCN TITLFI L51 ,H(6),AGI6),SFI/\(61,RPI61 ,XI2001,OLX(200I,ESI6,ZI,
1 XN ( 5I IXP. I ') I , FPI 5 I 10 1FPI 5 I , TC I 5I , Te I ~ I , TJ I 5 I ,
2 TMX(51,lHI51,YI5LZCI,CLYI51Z01,~L,~2,~C,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,
3 CSI 6,?) IG ( 6 ,2) , I , I X, J , JX 161 ,K , KX ( 5 I , 1 ,LX 16, .! I , M, MX, N, NX, MA,
4 YYIZOll , OYY(50,ZOLI,
5 .FI2011,A(50,501,eI5C,5Cl , CI501,EZI2C4el,ZI51201,CZI501,
6 CHISQ,CHISQO,MPI6, Z) ,~RI6, 21 ,OST I 501 ,ALl61 ,RFI.!ül I,CC,KN, KH
7 ,QTL,Il,lIT,EPS,Ell~I,EZI51
DIME~SION TTIZ),EEI21
COMPLEX 111,121,lZZ,Dlll,EZ,1,Cl22,HI , CI


































WR I TE 16, 100 I I Z , N, XN( NI, FPI ~ I
100 FORMATlIHllI
I' CO~PlETEO ITERATIONS




























































































I' FlIGHT NEUTRON ~EASURED CALCUlATED TOTAl'I FA006070
2' TIME ENERGY IRA~SMISSION X-SECTION'/FA006080












WRlTEI6,102IFT,ElIKT) ,YIKK) ,DLYIKK) ,lIKK) ,ST 008210
102 FORMATlf-9.3,Fll.3,Fll.4,2H+-,F6.4,F9.4,F12.3) 008220
3 CONTINUE 008230
C ~P: NUMßER OF POI~TS FA008240
NP=KH-KN+I 008250












C PLOT ERROR BARS FA006380













103 FORMATlIH 1128H CHI**2: ,lPE9.31 008520




FORTRAI\ IV GI RELEASE 2.0 HAIN CATE 1~336 20/3311 0 PAGE 0001
C 008560
0001 SUBRCUTINE ORTH(HX,A,B) 008570
C 0085 BO
C ORTH VIELOS THE COVARIAI\CE MATRIX EV GRA/'-SCHIHDT FA008590
C GRTHOGONALIZATION OF HE COEFFICIEI\T /'ATRIX. FA008600
C 008610
0002 OIMEI\SION AI50,5J),BI50,5C),LEI50,501,CMI50.5C) 008620
0003 00 1 M=l,MX 008630
0004 00 2 N=l,MX 008640
0005 2 OMIM,N)=O. 008650
0006 1 OMIM,M)=l •. 008660
0007 CN=1./SQRTIAI1,ll) 008670
,)0 J8 DU 3 M=l,MX 008680
OOOS 3 OMlM,l)=OMIM,l)*CN 008690
JOIO 00 4 M=2,MX 008700
0011 4 UEIM,I)=AIM,ll*CN 008710
,)012 00 5 N=2,MX 001:1720
0013 SUI'!=O. 008730
0014 KX=N-I 008740
2015 DU 6 K=I,KX 00B750
JOl6 6 SU"=SUM+UE(N,KI~UEIN,KI 008760
0017 CN=l./SQRT(AIN,NI-SUMI OOB 770
1):)18 00 7 I'=l,MX ooa 780
JOl9 SUM= O. 008790
0020 00 8 K=l,KX 008800
0021 8 SUM= SUM+UE Itl, K) «OM( 1'1, KI 00B810
0022 7 OMIM,NI=(OMIM,N)-SUM)*CN 008820
0023 MN=NH 008830
002'. IFl MI\.GT .MX)GO TO 5 008840
0025 00 9 M=MN,MX 008850
0026 SUM=O. 008860
0027 00 10 K=l,KX 008870
0028 10 SUI'=SUM+UEIM,KJ«UFlN,K) 00B880
~C29 9 UEIM,Nl=IAIM,N)-SUMJ*CN 008890
J03 ) 5 CONTINUE 008900
C FORM CCVARIANCE MATRIX AS PRCDLCT C/,*CM' FA008'110
0031 00 II 1'1=1 ,MX 008920
OJ32 00 12 N=M,MX 008930
00 3 ~ BIM,r\)=O. 008940
0034 00 13 K=l,MX 008950
0035 13 ßIM,I\l=BlM,N)+OMIM,Kl*Ol'II\,KI 008960
~036 12 CONTINDE 008970
0037 11 CONTINLE 008980
0038 00 14 M=2,MX 01)8990
~03<J NX=M-1 009000
0040 00 15 f\=l,NX 009010
0041 15 B(M,f\l=B(N,M) 009020
0042 14 CONTINUE 009030
JiJ43 RETURN 009040
0044 Et-oD 009050





















































































KEV CALCULATES RESCNANCE PARAMETERS IN KEV AND wIDT~
AMPLITUOES
CUMMeN lll,l21,l22,HI,GI
COMMCN TIlLE( 15) ,H(61 ,AG(61,SfINI61,RP(6) ,X(200) ,DLXI2001,lS(6,21,
1 XN(51,XR(51,FP(51,DLFP(5),TCI5),Tel~),TJ(51,'
2 TMX(5) ,lH(5) ,Y(5120) ,OLY(5120) ,"'1,~2,~0,E,FT,ST,SC,SG,
3 C S( 6,2) ,G ( 6 ,2) , I , I X , J, JX (6) , K , KX (5 ) ,L , L X( b, 2) , M, MX, N, NX, MA,
4 YY( 20ll ,OYYI50,201l,
5 F(2011,A(5'l,5CI,e(5C,5CI,CI~0),EZ(2C4EI,l(51201,CZ/501,






2 ES( I ,J)=ES( I ,J)"'IYlO.
IF(LX( I,JI.EQ.OIGO TO
M1=MRlI, J)






















































































































































Note added in print
The most recent version of FANAL (January J976) has the statements 007040
and 007050 in subroutine RMAT replaced by
SQJ·(E/ABS(X~))**.25
ARGZ-(E-ES(I,J»)/(ABS(XOMM)-ES(I,J»).
This permits inclusion of s-wave resonances with subthreshold resonance
energies (EA<O for the elastic channel, EA<E
t
for the inelastic channel).
Their elastic and inelastic neutron widths must be taken as follows:
(For the elastic channel this corresponds to e.g. the ENDF convention.)
